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The above technical information are given just considering our actual knowledge. Our customers are kindly required to control by themselves, in order to value 
final results.  
Talken Color srl relieves itself from any responsibility for applications in a way that does not comply with the recommendations of use 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

code A0461 

Commercial name SMALTO 2000 SPRAY 

Chemical Complexion SWIFT DRYING ALKYD PAINT 

Nominal content 520 mL 

Net content 400 mL 

PHYSICAL- CHEMICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

PHISICAL STATE Pigmented liquid 

CHEMICAL 
COMPLEXION  

Swift drying alkyd paint  

SOLUBILITY    Soluble in acetone and\or 
nitro thinner.  

DRYNESS Without dust: 15 min. 
Sense of touch: 25 min. 
Deep drying: within 6 h 

RESA  

RESISTANCE This is a no-yellowing over 
time product. It resists over 
time and it is also resistant 
to engine oils, benzene and 
detergents.  

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

Smalto 2000 is a no-yellowing alkyd resin available in matte or shiny finishing. 
It dries in 10 minutes and it takes 48 hours to have a glossy surface. It can be 
overpainted. It is resistant to benzene. This product can be used on any kind 
of surface: Metals, wood, glass, aluminum, hard plastics etc. 
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
High surface hardness. 
Scratch and bump resistant product with a tough grip to the surface. 
It can be overpainted and the first coat already gives visible high quality 
results. 
 

FIELDS OF APPLICATION: 
This product is suitable for any kind of object you want to renew. 
HOME: furniture, domestic appliances, decorations. 
INTERIOR END EXTERIOR DECORATIONS: fence, gate, plastic pots, lamps, 
bikes, motorbikes… 
DO IT YOURSELF 
DECOUPAGE 
Supports: Iron, aluminum, steel, glass, plastic, wood, etc.. 
 

SUPPORT GROUNDWORK: 
Sand down the support using n°400 sandpaper. Clean up the surface using 
petrol or alcohol. Turn the can upside and shake it for one minute 
approximately; then spary aloft a couple of times. These procedures are 
really important in order to get the real colour. Spray the paint holding the 
can at close range (approximately cm. 30) 
Avoid leaking spraying both undercoat & topcoat. 
UNTREATED METAL: we recommend you to undercoat our product “areosol 
rust preserver”  
PLASTIC: we recommend you to undercoat our product “areosol plastic 
primer” 

 

 

 

 

STORAGE: 
Keep dry. Do not keep under direct sunshine or any other hotness. 


